I Pranav Patil was a part of a magnificent cultural trip which was conducted between 22/19 to 28/19 under EK BHARAT SHRESTHA BHARAT to IIIT Kurnool. We around 40 students visited to IIIT Kurnool.

Events carried out:

Day 1:-
Introduction to faculties, coordinators etc. cultural dance program etc.

Day 2:-
Telgu language workshop was carried. Places, culture and cultural practices are been familiarized via a very interesting and useful seminar. Various competition are being carried out for us which are cooking competition and treasure hunt.

Day 3 & 4:-
We are taken out of the campus to explore and the places we visited were ROLLAPADU Wildlife Sanctuary, Konda Reddy fort, Rock garden, Alampur.

Day 5:-
It was a closing ceremony carried with cultural walk and traditional dance.
What I learnt about Andra Pradesh:-

It is almost rocky with very thin cover of red soil, and some where black soil, mens generally prefers to wear lungi and womens saree. Commonly their main constituent is rice in food like Bonda, Punugulu, Uthappam, Dosa and even rice with Dal, Sambhar and Rasam etc.

Summary:-

It was very nice and unforgotful experience and I would like to thank EBSB for giving us such a nice platform to learn different culture.

Even I had visited AP before but this time it was different experience and more satisfactory and ofcourse I felt very proud when I came to know there is much diversity in culture and practices but the essence is same and all we people all over INdia feels a collective and brotherhood bonding and feeling.
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